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I am the noble weapon called the dagger, and I am very fond of close play. If you know my 
deceptions and my art, you will be skilled at every subtlety of the art of arms. And when it 
comes to bringing cruel combat to a quick end, I have no equal. When I am in combat, I 
parry and thrust and perform abrazare, and I’ll disarm anyone with breaks and binds. 
Against me, arms and armor are useless.  

-Fiore dei Liberi, c. 1409. 
 

 

Copyright Notice: © 2016 Oscar Erkenswick, All Rights Reserved. This document may be downloaded  
and shared for private use by IAS members and affiliates only – republication, in part or in whole, in 
print or online, is expressly forbidden without the written consent of the author. 
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Introduction  
The dagger (or, in Fiore's text, daga) and more broadly the knife was an integral part of European culture from the 
time of the Roman Empire into the early modern era. Knives of various kinds were carried for utility and self 
defence. Specifically, this brief paper examines the wearing and cultural context of the dagger as it relates to the 
study of Fiore's system, Armizare, or Art of Arms. The paper will also examine the fundamental use of the dagger in 
a combative situation, and the core skills Fiore describes in his treatises. This document is a primer that a modern 
individual can use to establish a fundamental knowledge base upon which any medieval system of knife or dagger 
use can be competently approached.  

 
La Daga  
The dagger was a ubiquitous part of medieval life. In a society where 
virtually everyone from peasants to knights “dressed for war” carry a 
dagger, every wrestling situation was de facto a knife fight. The presence of 
daggers, therefore, informed all medieval wrestling and grappling. 
Greco-Roman wrestling (classically without dagger), inherited along with 
much other knowledge of the ancient world, provided the technical 
foundation of medieval wrestling; however, many of the classic holds, 
chokes and binds from ancient times were not used in the medieval 
repertoire, as they would expose someone attempting such an action to the 
perilous danger of the dagger.  
 
Daggers in medieval Europe are shown worn on the dominant side of the body, which is the right (Latin dexter, in 
Fiore destra or dritto). Medieval Christianity considered left-handedness (Latin sinister, Fiore sinestra or riverso) a 
sign of the Devil's presence. This was due to the Biblical passage wherein the saved sit at the right hand of God, 
and the damned sit at the left. Therefore it was highly desirable to make at least the appearance of being 
right-handed.2  

 
Although daggers varied widely in style and physical properties, they tended to have a blade from 7 to 15 inches 
long, one or two edges, some kind of guard, and a pommel. One prominent style of dagger we are concerned with 
in our study is the rondel dagger, so named for the rondels (disks) at either end of the handle. When wearing 
gauntlets, the roundels allow the dagger to be securely “locked in” to one's hand. Rondel daggers are strongly 
associated with military use, and are seen on many knightly effigies in Western and Southern Europe, but civilians 
also wore them. Vadi gives us a specific length for the rondel; the handle should fit firmly in the palm, and the blade 
should reach to the elbow. He also says that it should “have an edge and two corners”, which may imply a triangular 

cross section to the blade. This form of rondel was a development in the 15th century (Vadi wrote in the late 15th c) so 
this may have been a statement to use the relatively new equipment available.  
 
For more information on rondel daggers, see the MyArmoury article The Rondel Dagger by Alexi Goranov;  
http://www.myarmoury.com/feature_spot_rondel.html  
 
 
 
2  Jesus was "by the right hand of God exalted" (Acts 2:33). He "is gone into heaven, and is on the right hand of 

God; angels and authorities and powers being made subject unto him" (I Peter 1:22). See also Ambrose of Milan: 
political letters and speeches / translated with an introduction and notes by J.H.W.G. Liebeschuetz, (Liverpool, 
England: Liverpool University Press, 2005).  

 

http://www.myarmoury.com/feature_spot_rondel.html
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Who Wore Daggers?  
Everyone wore daggers. The military and civilian fashions of the Middle Ages 
influenced each other, and people wore daggers for utility and self defense. A 
fighting man would wear the same fighting dagger he had trained with, because it 
was fashionable, and there was little reason to carry a different kind of knife or 
dagger than the one he was used to. A civilian would wear a fighting dagger 
because it looked cool, and self defense was important in a chaotic age of 
uncertain law enforcement.  
 
At left is the Master of Disarms from the Getty manuscript. He holds aloft a 
dagger and points to it with his other hand to clearly highlight its importance. An 
important detail in this illustration is that he is already wearing a dagger, 
implying that the one he is holding is not his. It is one he has taken from another 
using a disarming skill.  
 
This illustration also allows us the opportunity to talk about the common method 

of wearing the dagger. If the Master were to draw his own dagger from his side, the simplest action would be to 
place his right hand on the handle and draw it upwards, ending the draw in front of the right side of his head. This 
would result in an "icepick grip” with the point extending from the bottom/pinkie side of the hand. This is a very 
common grip in medieval dagger work.  
 
Another example below of daggers being worn. Note how in the illustration both combatants are wearing 
daggers on their right sides, swords on their left, even as they fight with spears. A spear can be broken, 
disarmed, or dropped, and either remaining weapon can be drawn quickly. Whether in the midst of a duel, a 
battle, or a confrontation on the street, a combatant might need to draw his dagger suddenly. The dagger could 
be easily drawn from most carrying positions with the dominant or off-hand, and would be of greater utility 
than a sword in a very close fighting situation such as a crowded street or a narrow alleyway. The dagger, by 
virtue of its shorter blade, can clear its sheath in a shorter time, and therefore be deployed faster than the sword. 

Additionally, this 
can be done with 
just the right hand, 
whereas the sword 
might require the 
offhand to grip the 
scabbard and 
assist with the 
draw.  
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Wearing the Dagger  
The dagger is generally worn point down anywhere on the dominant side between the inside of the hip and the 
backside (as above) or across the waist with the blade oriented horizontally in either direction. Over time, the 
dagger crept around the back and flipped around (handle pointing to the left) to be easily reachable by the left hand. 
The handling methods of the medieval dagger pervasive throughout artwork and iconography, as well as historical 

text descriptions can be divided into the point down (or “ice pick”) grip, and the point up (sometimes called the 
“saber”) grip. Common uses of the dagger in these grips include thrusting, hooking, and using it as a parrying tool 
or lever for grappling actions. Medieval clothing was fairly heavy, and a very stable, simple, strong thrust was used 
to provide a real threat. Light slashes would not be a concern for a man wearing at least three layers of linen, wool, 
and possibly velvet or silk. The outermost everyday garment, the doublet, could easily be a half inch thick of spun 
wool.  
 

The forward, or point up grip              The reverse, or point down grip.  
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Using the Common Grips  
Reverse 
With the common point down grip, the targets are 1) the face, 2) collarbone area, 3) side of the neck, 4) upper chest 
(if unarmoured), and 5) inside of the arm. This grip is less useful with lower body targets as these require bending 
down, breaking your structure. However, the Getty MS and the German source material also shows the use of the 
point down grip set up low; this is primarily for hooking and deflecting incoming attacks.  

Note that using the setup mentioned (shown at right in both images) to attack the groin can be done, but would 
leave one's attacking arm very exposed to prese (grappling techniques, singular presa) from the opponent.  
 
Forward 
With the common point up grip, 
targets to seek are 1) the belly 
and up under the ribs (if 
unarmoured), 2) the groin, 4) 
under the chin, 5) side of the 
neck, and 6) armpit.  
Note that only one target for each 
of these “common grips” 
requires the target to be 
unarmoured. Learning a system 
that is highly effective regardless 
of the presence of armour means 
that one set of techniques will be 
suitable for any circumstance, 
reducing the number of 
techniques one needs to learn. 
Specialized techniques only appropriate to specific circumstances require that one learn more techniques (which 
takes more time), and know which ones to use in the heat of the moment during a fight. Fiore's system was 
organized systematically so that with one set of techniques, one could fight "in armis, sine armis, equester, 
pedester", which is to say in armour or without armour, on horseback or on foot.  
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Riverso Line  
Using a backhand or Riverso attack, the arm from the 
elbow down to the wrist directs the attack, just like in the 
dritto line. From the elbow up to the shoulder, nothing 
substantially changes-just like in dritto and riverso blows 
with the sword. The closer the attack is to moving 
horizontally, the less the elbow can draw towards the 
center of mass and recruit the core body to add force-it 
becomes simply an extension of the tricep. The rotation of 
the hips will still be an important assistance however.  

 
Sottano Line  
Using a Sottano or rising attack, the same ~135° extension 
in the elbow, unmoving wrist and slight movement of the 
elbow towards the center of mass can be seen. The elbow 
passes by the center of mass and uses the energy gathered 
to continue forward into the target.  
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Basic Tactics with the Dagger  
Basic dagger attacks are thrusts done from above, below, or either 
side, with some form of footwork to put the momentum of the 
body behind the attack. NOTE: Using the edge for slashing is not 
seen in medieval dagger combat. This was likely due in part to 
the heavy clothing worn at the time, along with the common 
wearing of armour, and the comparative ease of using thrusting 
attacks in a sudden combative situation. Other reasons may also 
have been in play.  
 
Should the first attack prove successful in causing damage or 
overcome a defense, repeat the attack motion and look for 
openings-this has a good chance of finishing the fight. In the 
event that a successful defense is made, or something goes 
wrong (e.g., discovering that the target is wearing concealed 
armour), the attacker may try a secondary action, be that a 
counter, a different attack, or a presa (grappling technique). 

Alternately, the attacker can retreat out of danger and either leave the fight, attempt a new attack, or wait for an 
incoming attack to respond to.  

 
What About the Other Hand?  
Within medieval combative systems, the left hand is used for 
prese. Should, for instance, you step in to make an attack with 
your dagger, and find a defense has been successfully made, you 
can use your left hand to set aside the defense and resume 
attacking. The left hand can also be used to make a grip someone, 
preceding the dagger attack. Simply approach a target with your 
dagger drawn or not, accost them with a grip to their clothing, 
and commence the attack (this specific arrangement sometimes 
known today as the “prison shanking”).  
Interestingly, in medieval combative systems the right hand is 
the striker, and the left hand is the grappler. The right hand is 
resolute, decisive, and straightforward-it directs a weapon or 
unarmed blow to clearly damage the opponent. The left hand is 
used with cunning to thwart, bind, or otherwise tie up an 
opponent. The right hand is noble, clear, and strong. The left 
hand is sinister, not easily followed, can place the opponent 
where their strength is of no use, and can lead to much suffering. 
In this manner, the world view of the medievals was manifest in 
their combative activities.  
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The Fiore's Segno for Dagger Attacks  

 
.  
This is the segno (literally, sign or symbol) in Fiore's Getty manuscript. The segno page is a diagram showing 
targets and talking about the general use of the daga. NOTE: We can also use the segno as a footwork guide, in 
which we either move straight in against an attack, obliquely, or retreat, but never stand our ground without 
stepping. 
 
Four attack angles are shown; fendente (descending), sottano (rising), and dritto/riverso (literally "right” 
(forehand) and "reverse” (backhand) blows). Visualize holding each of the daggers against an imaginary target, 
using the body positioning shown in the Mechanics of Dagger Use section. The page also gives general advice 
about being in a fight involving a dagger; always seek to do these five things; A take the dagger, B strike, C break the arms, 
D bind them and E put the opponent into the ground.  
 
These concepts are focused on in the next page, which we refer to as the “Four Masters of Dagger Combat”.  

Sottano/Stoccata  
The dagger goes up the centerline and can strike up only as 
high as under the chest. The off hand is always available to 
use for a cover.  
 

Manriverso 
 “Reverse” or backhand blows. 
They can target from the elbows 
up, but you cannot use your free 
hand to protect yourself. 

Mandritto 
Forehand blows. A natural 
strike targeting from the 
elbows up. It can be used 
safely, since the off-hand 
can protect you from your 
enemy. 
 

Fendente  
Descending blows, targeting 
anything from the elbows up 
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The Four Masters of Daga Combat 
 

 
 

Consider the progression of age in the Masters. Also, consider them categories of action in a fight by priority-the 
most important thing is to get the opponent's dagger out of the fight. Then proceed with the remaining masters, and 
use one or more of them-break his limbs, open his guard up or bind him, and drive him into the earth with the 
throws of Abrazare.  

Master of Disarms 
This Master says that he can disarm anyone, 
and strike them with the dagger he has taken, 
He knows how to finish all plays with their 
advantages and disadvantages. The tactical 
lesson? Your first goal is to take control of the 
opponent's weapon; nothing else matters 
until this is done. 

Master of Broken Limbs 
This Master breaks and dislocates limbs after 
the dagger is secured. 

Master of Binds and Locks  
Note that the Master of Binds and Locks 
says that he can open up any guard, and 
bind any limbs. The Key he carries is an 
excellent metaphorical device. 

Master of Throws 
Note that the man on the ground is much 
younger than the Master, implying that 
the Master's skill and cunning in Abrazare 
defeats strength or speed. 
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The Five Daga Poste  
 
Fiore's dagger section is focused primarily on defense against an opponent with a dagger. The first instructions 
display 5 Poste of the Daga, all variations of Porta di Ferro (the Iron Gate) from Abrazare. They are very safe 
defensive positions in which to wait for an opponent to make an action.  
 

 
Consider how the Mezza poste above are variations on the common point up and point down grips. The Tutta poste 
are those without a dagger in hand. Tutta Porta di Ferro sempia could easily be a position of readiness before a knife 
or dagger is drawn. The other two Tutta poste are designed to use both arms as a reinforced defense against an 
assault. Tutta Porta di Ferro from longsword is a strong defense from below. Mezza Porta di Ferro from longsword 
reacts quickly and places the thrust very well. Consider how those intrinsic qualities apply here.  

Tutta Porta di Ferro Sempia 
Can beat aside attacks, Make prese and 
covers with or without a dagger. 

Tutta Porta di Ferro Dopia 
A strong defense that is better in armour, 
because you lose reach making its cover. 

Mezza Porta di Ferro Dopia 
Incrossada 

Good in armour, but cannot make a long 
cover, therefore not as good without 
armour. Can cover against all angles of 
attack.  
 

Mezza Porta di Ferro Dopia 
Best and strongest of all the daga 
poste, with both defensive and 
offensive potential. 

Tutta Porta di Ferro Dopia Incrossada  
Cannot make a long cover, therefore  
not as good without armour.  
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Fundamental Actions in Dagger Combat 
Unarmed  
The basic defensive strategy in medieval dagger combat is to defend 
against any attack with the nearest arm. Thus, the left arm defends the left 
side of the body, and the right arm defends the right side of the body. The 
body can be divided into four quadrants-that is, high to the left and the 
right, and low to the left and the right. The only factor in determining 
whether to defend left or right is whether the attack is coming in to the left 
or right of the sternum. The only factor in determining whether to defend 
high or low is whether the attack is coming in higher or lower than the 
level of the sternum. If it seems like an attack is near a border of these 
quadrants, a defense for either quadrant can be used against it.  
A Scholar in the Art can also use footwork to avoid the attack and set the 
attacking limb aside from the outside. Refer to the Segno on page 6 to look 
at the directions of proper dagger footwork. The four directions are 
forward, into the attack or away from it; straight ahead, and straight back. 
The last of these seems the most viable for this defense, but experiment. In 
general, practice every technique in dagger with all of the forms of 
footwork shown in the Segno. Some will work better than others. NOTE: 
The default direction in dagger is straight ahead.  

 
Armed  
The first skill in using a small object like a dagger defensively against a dagger attack is to block or cover against the 
incoming attack with both hands; as shown below. 
 
This defense can be done against any attacking angle, and follows the same quadrant system as the unarmed 
defenses mentioned before. Simply turn your dagger to the direct the attack comes from. As Master Fiore advises on 
8 Verso of the Getty MS, this defense can be done with a short stick, a hat, a pair of gloves, or anything else at hand 
(newspaper, belt, rope, etc). Once a defense of this kind has been made, the hands can remain together, deflecting 
the offending arm and striking, or they can separate-one hand should grip or check the Player's weapon hand, and 
the other should use the weapon in hand to act. This can be as simple as a basic attack to an opening, or can be used 
for prese to break, bind or throw the opponent. Binding and throwing can often involve a hooking action on the 
limbs, as seen below.  
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Hooking the Arm Using the Dagger  
Using the dagger as an additional joint with which to manipulate an opponent is very useful. The arms can be 
hooked and levered using the dagger in many ways. Compare the armed example from Talhoffer with Fiore's 
unarmed equivalent: 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Hooking the Leg Using the Dagger  
This can be done with the point down grip as well. NOTE: Generally, 
the upper body will need to be manipulated and off-balanced first, to 
get the weight off of the leg, before a lift is attempted against it. 
However, if the leg is not armoured or heavily covered, a sharp edge 
goes a long way 
towards convincing a 
target to be 
compliant.  
Again compare the 
armed version 
(here from 
Paulus Hector Mair), 
with the unarmed 
equivalent in the 
Flower of Battle.  

 
 

 
The Point of it All  
The medieval dagger was gripped and used in ways that are very simple and effective. Building on human fighting 
instinct, attacking with the dagger involves large gross motor movements that are very reliable during the 
adrenaline dump accompanying combat, and easy to perform while wearing armour. Complimenting the dagger 
attacks are very basic and effective methods of using the free hand and arm to grab, restrain, shove, cover, and 
strike. More sophisticated actions involving hooking, parrying, or attempting grappling prese can also be added to 
one's repertoire.  
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The Nine Remedy Masters of Dagger  
These are specific positions of defense against the dagger. Note the likeness of many to the 5 poste shown earlier.  
 
1st Master: High Line defense with one hand   2nd Master: High Line defense with arms crossed 
Striking with free hand liberally is very implied     Can do all of the plays from #1 and #3  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
3rd Master: Defense against the backhand line   4th Master: High Line defense with two hands Mirrors #1 

        Very safe. Fingers and thumbs are stacked. 

 
 

5th Master: Defense against a grab    6th Master: High Line defense with the dagger in two  
         hands 
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7th Master: High Line defense with the dagger   8th Master: Low Line defense with the dagger in  
        two hands, crossed. Compare to #2 in two hands. 

         Ensure the abdomen is withdrawn  
 

 
 

9th Master: Low Line defense with two hands and wearing a dagger. Compare to #4  

 
 
"The Dagger Dance " 
 This is a solo exercised used to remember the Nine Masters and thee order they appear. 
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Practice Etiquette WEAR EYE PROTECTION  
 

An attack will by default be performed starting left leg 
forward, using an acressimento to enter wide  measure, 
followed by a passamento to launch the attack. The 
passamento causes the body to 
rotate, generating power which 
is added to the attack. 
Typically the target is the 
collarbone area or the face. If a 
partner's defense fails, Players 
must ensure that the dagger is 
positioned gently and safely so 
as to prevent harm.  

 
Point Down Attacks  
Players should setup for a point down attack left leg forward, either 
A) with the dagger next to the head, elbow bent (see right, think about 
the longsword guard Finestra), or B) with the arm extended upwards 
(see below, right foreground). In either case, the point is oriented on 
the opponent's face.  
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Point Up Attacks  
For a point up attack, the Player will set up left leg 
forward, dagger held down by the right hip. The 
attack will be performed using an acressimento 
followed by a passamento. The target will be the belly. 
The Scholar's defense against a rising thrust should 
include some withdrawing of the midsection (by 
pushing the hips back while keeping the back 
straight), if not voiding the entire body. The Player 
will be kind to the Scholar's squishy bits.  
 
 

Practice Drills  
I. DRAWING AND USING THE DAGGER  
A. First Draw  
Begin in a casual position, as if talking with someone. When ready, assume a medieval stance, drawing 
the right leg back and placing the right hand on the dagger handle. Brush the hand across the handle a 
few times, then take a firm grip on the handle and draw it up to the right side of your head, point 
forward. Repeat this 5-10 times, and see how little grip pressure is needed to remove the dagger securely.  
 
Repeat, but strike up and out with the handle/pommel of the dagger on your way to the ending 
position. Target under the chin or into the face. 
  
Repeat, drawing the dagger up to the left side of the head, point forward. Make a tornamento with 
the left leg as you do so to keep a good alignment of the body. Keep the elbow low, but comfortable. 
You are now prepared for a riverso attack.  
 
Repeat this drill again, drawing the dagger across to the left hip. Make a tornamento with the left leg as 
you do so to keep a good alignment of the body. You are now prepared to hook and set aside incoming 
attacks.  
 
B. Second Draw  
From a casual position, place the left hand thumb first on the dagger. Draw the dagger across to the left 
hip, making a tornamento with the left leg as you do so to keep a good alignment of the body. You are 
now prepared for a rising sottano attack. Repeat 5-10 times.  
 
C. Third Draw  
From a casual position, place the left hand on the dagger pinkie first. Draw the dagger up to the left side 
of the head, making a tornamento with the left leg as you do so to keep a good alignment of the body. 
You are ready to make a descending attack with your off hand.  
 
Practice A, B, and C with a passamento of the opposite foot mentioned, shoving or grasping the target 
with the free hand if this seems feasible.  
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D. Fourth Draw  
Get into a grip at the arms with a partner, as if to wrestle. Let one hand drift down and grip their dagger 
(this may end up point down or point up), draw it and thrust at the nearest target in the simplest way 
possible. Practice doing this with both hands 5-10 times..  
 
II. UNARMED QUADRANT DEFENSE  
A. The Player will make dritto attacks. The Scholar needs to merely strike into the incoming wrist or 
forearm with the outer hand edge or forearm of their left arm. Slope forward towards the attacking arm 
as this defense is made so that the left leg and left arm end up forward. This is called the Agreement of 
Hand and Foot, and provides a very strong body structure. Repeat 5-10 times.  
 
Repeat again, but Player uses Riverso blows. The Scholar defends in the same manner, using the 
right arm. Repeat again, but the Player uses Sottano blows.  
 
B. The Player will make a clear attack from any of the basic 
attacking angles, and the Scholar will respond with a basic 
unarmed defense appropriate to the quadrant. The 
Scholar will do this using any of the directions of footwork 
shown in Fiore's dagger Segno. Have the Player make 5 
attacks, switch roles, repeat 3-4 times.  
 
Repeat B, but grip your left wrist with your right hand for 
a reinforced defense. Note that this cannot extend as far as 
the single arm. Also note how simple this makes the 
defense.  
 
C. The Player will make a clear attack from any of the basic attacking angles, and the Scholar will respond 
by either voiding the body or making a tornamento, coming behind the attack and striking the attacking 
arm aside.  
 
III. ARMED QUADRANT DEFENSE  
A. The Player will make dritto attacks. The Scholar needs 
to grip the dagger with both hands (one gripping the blade 
firmly,) and strike into the incoming wrist or forearm with 
the dagger. Slope forward towards the attacking arm as 
this defense is made. NOTE: Be kind to your opponent's 
arm! Repeat 5-10 times.  
 
Repeat again, but Player uses Riverso and Sottano blows. 
Turn the defensive shield of the dagger towards the 
incoming attack.  
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B. The Player will make a clear attack from any of the basic attacking angles, and the Scholar will respond 
by turning the dagger towards the incoming attack. The Scholar will do this using any of the directions of 

footwork shown in Fiore's Dagger Segno. Have the 
Player make 5 attacks, switch roles, repeat 3-4 times.  
 
C. The Player will make a clear attack from any of the 
basic attacking angles, and the Scholar will respond by 
using an exposed inch or two of their own dagger point 
to thrust into the Player's palm or thumb webbing. Use 
footwork to avoid the attack as extra insurance. If the 
thrust to the hand misses, try to use any contact to 
redirect the attack away from you.  

 
IV. BETTER UNARMED QUADRANT DEFENSE  
A. The Player will make dritto attacks. The Scholar needs to 
merely strike into the incoming wrist or forearm with the outer 
edge or forearm of their left hand. Make a tornamento away 
from the attacking arm with the right leg as this defense is 
made. At the same time, the free hand is raised in an inverted 
fist by the side of the head, as seen in the illustration for the 
First Master of Dagger. After contact is made with the 
attacking arm, the Scholar turns their hand thumb down, 
makes a grip, and makes a small circular motion 
counterclockwise with the hand. This will create a disarm, and 
is the first action of the First Master of Dagger. Repeat 5-10 
times.  
 
Repeat again, but Player uses Riverso blows. The Scholar performs the same action as before using the 
right hand, makes a tornamento with the left foot, and uses a clockwise circular motion.  
Again, but the Player uses Sottano blows. If the Scholar uses the left hand, the circle is clockwise; if the 
Scholar uses the right hand, the circle is counterclockwise.  
 
B. The Player will make dritto attacks. The Scholar needs to 
merely strike into the incoming wrist or forearm with the 
outer hand edge or forearm of their left arm, using the First 
Master of Dagger. Slope forward towards the attacking arm as 
this defense is made, striking the attacking arm wide (NOTE: 
The initial cover must divert the dagger's attack angle away 
from its target, or the sloping step will cause the Scholar to be 
stabbed). Make a a circular motion with the arm 
counterclockwise, and bringing your arm in towards your 
sternum. This may end up binding the Player at the wrist, 
forearm, or elbow. Try to end up with the elbow-this depends 
on the relative distance between bodies caused by the footwork used. The Scholar must close distance 
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and be deeper on the arm than in A to encircle and bind the elbow. The resulting bind on the elbow we 
seek is called the ligadura mezzana. Repeat 5-10 times. Repeat again, but Player uses riverso blows. The 
Scholar performs the same action as before using the right arm, and uses a clockwise circular motion. 
This should cause the Player to face away from the Scholar.  
 
Again, but the Player uses Sottano blows. If the Scholar uses the left arm, the circle is clockwise; if the 
Scholar uses the right arm, the circle is counterclockwise. The result here is the ligadura sottana.  
 
C. The Player will make a clear attack from any of the basic attacking angles, and the Scholar will 
respond with an unarmed defense appropriate to the quadrant. The Scholar will do this using any of the 
directions of footwork shown in Fiore's dagger Segno, and perform some kind of circling action with the 
hand or the arm. Have the Player make 5 attacks, switch roles, repeat 3-4 times.  
 
V. BETTER DAGGER ASSAULT  
A. The Scholar makes dritto attacks. The Player will cover against 
these using the First Master of Dagger, as described in IV.  
 
As the Player attempts to do the Triangle Disarm, the Scholar will 
feel the rotation of the arm, and lift the point of the dagger, 
disengaging it. This will evade the disarm, and the Scholar will have 
a good opportunity to thrust into the Player's side. The Scholar will 
practice doing this against a brisk disarm with good timing, as well 
as trying to do this in a subtle fashion so that the Player feels very 
little change. The Player may end up pulling the dagger into 
himself. Repeat 5-10 times.  
 
Repeat again, but the Scholar uses riverso blows. The Player performs the same action as before using 
the right arm, and the Scholar evades the disarm with the same disengage.  
Again, but the Scholar uses Sottano blows. The Player performs the same action as before using the 
appropriate arm, and the Scholar evades the disarm using the same disengagement of the point. This 
may lead to the position of Prima from rapier. Thust to the face/neck. If the thrust is missed, turn the 
hand over, slash at the throat, freeing the point, and immediately thrust to the throat/face.  
 
B. The Scholar will make dritto attacks. The Player will cover against these using the First Master of 
Dagger, as described in IV. As the Player attempts to do the Triangle Disarm, the Scholar will lift the 
point of the dagger and evade the disarm, then attempt to thrust the Player in the side. The Player will 
either close distance or create distance to be safe from the point. The Scholar will turn the dagger hand 
palm down and draw it to their left hip, reorienting the weapon on the Player for a riverso blow, and 
make a thrust to the face. Repeat 5-10 times.  
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C. The Scholar will make a clear attack from any of the basic attacking angles, and the Scholar will 
respond with an unarmed defense appropriate to the quadrant, using any of the directions of footwork 
shown in Fiore's dagger Segno, and perform some kind of circling action with the hand or the arm. The 
Scholar will attempt to evade the Player's attempts as they are made, and seek an opening to deliver a 
thrust to the Player. Have the Scholar make 5 attacks, switch 
roles, repeat 3-4 times.  
 
D. The Scholar will make dritto attacks. The Player will 
cover  against these using the First Master of Dagger, as 
described in IV. As the contact is made, the Scholar will use 
their free arm to come under and briskly strike aside the 
defending arm using a counterclockwise motion, and thrust 
the Player in the face or neck. Repeat 5-10 times.  
 
Repeat again, but the the Scholar comes down onto the 
Player's defending arm at the forearm or elbow. The 
Scholar's arm should drop heavily, like a bear paw. Practice 
doing this with just a slight turn of the body, as well as with 
a good volta stabile.  

 
E. The Scholar will make a clear attack from any of the basic 
attacking angles, and the Player will respond with a 
reinforced defense (gripping the left wrist with the right 
hand) in the correct quadrant. The Scholar will use his free 
hand to perform an elbow push on the Player, setting aside 
the defense, and thrusting the Player liberally. Have the 
Scholar make 5 attacks, switch roles, repeat 3-4 times. 
  
 
 
 
 
' 

Repeat, but the Player will hold a dagger, and make a 
basic armed quadrant defense as in III. The Scholar will 
perform an elbow push to clear the defense, and seek 
openings to attack.  
 

 

 


